
 Symbol Card for ‘plus’       
(per child)

 Symbol Card for ‘equals’ 
from M43 (per child)

 Question Mark Symbol 
Card from M61 (per       
child)

 Paper strips from 
M62 (per child)

 Set of 4 Picture Scenarios

 10 counters (per child)

 4 Teddies

 A pencil (per child)

15–20 minutes

THREE TEDDIES AT A TEA PARTY – CODING (ADDITION)

The Tea Party:

Put out 3 teddies and some cups. Tell your child this ‘arithmetic problem’, bringing in the fourth teddy as 
appropriate: Three teddies were sitting at the table and drinking tea. The door bell rang and a fourth teddy came 
in and joined them. How many teddies are drinking tea now?

Explain to your child: This is an example of an arithmetical problem. It is a special kind of story because it hides a 
sum. In every arithmetical problem, there is a description of the problem, in this case the words, ‘Three teddies 
were sitting at the table and drinking tea. The door bell rang and a fourth teddy came in and joined them.’ And 
then there’s a question, in this case the words, ‘How many teddies are drinking tea now?’

Ask your child if they can repeat back to you what the ‘description of the problem’ was in that ‘arithmetical 
problem’, then what the ‘question’ was. Check they have understood the meaning of the 3 terms (arithmetical 
problem, description of the problem, question) correctly. If necessary, repeat this with another short story.

Explain to your child that you will now use substitute shapes (paper strips) and mathematical symbols to ‘write 
down’ the problem. Show them a set of three paper strips: 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can identify the different parts of an arithmetical problem: the description of the problem and the question.
Your child can identify which quantity in a verbal description is the whole, and which are the parts.
Your child can use substitute strips and mathematical symbols to ‘write down’ arithmetical problems involving addition.
Your child can identify a possible description of the problem and the question from a given picture, and then create a model of the 
problem and its solution.

To develop the ability to code ‘from concrete to abstract’ – create a visual model of the 
quantitative relationship between ‘whole’ and ‘parts’, for solving arithmetical problems
To develop the skills required for solving word problems involving addition
To identify which of the quantities in a verbal description constitutes the whole and the parts
To develop the ability to identify the two different parts of an arithmetical problem presented 
verbally: the description of the problem and the question
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Discuss which paper strip you should use to represent the teddies that were drinking tea at the table at the beginning of the story. Ask questions to 
guide them, for example: Which strip do we use to show all the teddies? (The longest strip). Were all the teddies there at the start of the story? (No, at 
the end.) So where will the longest strip be? (At the end.) Now, what happened at the beginning – were all the teddies there?  (No, only some of the 
teddies were there.) And then what happened? (One more came along.) So we need two shorter strips to show that, but which do we need first, the 
longer or the shorter? (The longer, to show the teddies that were there first and then the shorter, to show the one that joined them.)

Explain that you will now use the strips and the Symbol Cards to ‘write down’ the problem. Put down the strip representing the teddies that were 
there first (the longer of the two ‘part’ strips). Ask: What happened next?  Agree that one more teddy came. Ask: What mathematical symbol could we 
put after this strip, to show what happened next? Agree that + means that something was added to something, so we can use this mathematical 
symbol. Now ask: Which paper strip do we need for the teddy that came to join the ones that were already there?  Agree on the other short strip (the 
shorter of the two ‘part’ strips).

Recap: We can show the two parts that when joined together make all the teddies at the party. This strip shows one part – the teddies that were 
there first. This + symbol means something was added. This strip shows the other part – the teddy who came later.

Explain that to finish ‘writing down’ the problem or the question, we place the mathematical symbol = next and then lastly, the ?

Finally, model how to ‘write down’ the solution or the answer. Say: Now, what about the answer to the problem? How can we show that? It is all the 
teddies at the party, isn’t it? What do we use to represent all the teddies at the party? Of course, the longest strip – the whole lot, all of the teddies.  So 
what have we shown here? Some of the teddies (one part) and some more of the teddies (the other part) together make all the teddies. Part plus part 
equals the whole.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

THREE TEDDIES AT A TEA PARTY – CODING (ADDITION) – continued
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Can You Write the Code For These Problems?

Each child doing the session should do the following activities individually. Challenge them to use the same process as before to represent the 
following arithmetical problem: There were 7 buses in the garage, then another bus came back. How many buses are in the garage now? 

Use counters to represent the buses. Put out the counters and have them re-enact the description of the problem to show the answer to the question. 
Then ask them to use their paper strips and the mathematical Symbol Cards to show the problem and the solution. If they need help, break the 
process down into small steps and use questions to prompt them, as in the previous activity.

When they have finished, read the problem aloud together: Some of the buses plus another bus equals all of the buses. Then ask: Part plus part equals 
what? (Part plus part equals the whole.)

Challenge your child to work through as many more scenarios as you wish. Some examples are given below, but you can make up as many as you 
require:

• The Birthday Party – There were 9 children at the party. 1 more child came in. How many children are there at the party?

• Presents Under the Tree – There were 7 presents under the Christmas tree. Mum added 2 more. How many presents were under the tree now?

• Carrots for Rabbit – Rabbit found 4 carrots, then she found 2 more.  How many carrots did she have now?

• Winter Store – A squirrel hid 6 acorns for the winter, but then decided that this was not enough. She ran to the forest and found 3 more acorns. She 
added them to her store. How many acorns did the squirrel store?

THREE TEDDIES AT A TEA PARTY – CODING (ADDITION) – continued
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Picture Scenarios:

Give your child a Picture Scenario card, their paper strips and the Symbol Cards (+ = and ?). Ask them to look at the picture, discuss it with you or 
another child, and identify a possible arithmetical problem represented in the image. They should verbalise the description of the problem and the 
question. Then they should use their strips and Symbol Cards to model the problem and show its solution. They should then do a quick drawing in 
the remaining box of the solution – for example, sketch the 8 cars, or 8 circles to represent 8 cars.

Repeat for the other Picture Scenarios, one at a time.

Note: These are all about addition (modelling/coding of subtraction problems is in the next session). However, if your child comes up with a 
description of the problem involving subtraction, do not discourage them. Just observe what they do and if they run into difficulties, save it for the 
next session and work through it together then.
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+ –
Cut out the ‘plus’ Symbol Card.
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